


- 119,713,203 inhabitants
- Mean age: 27 years
- In 10 years, working-age population will reach 
  84.2 million inhabitants

-  We are creating two articulated port systems, one in  

-  We are developing 3 inter-oceanic corridors.

-  We are investing over 5 billion dollars in 25 projects to  
    double our ports capacity for handling 500 million tons.

-  We are consolidating an anchor touristic port on each coast.

Through a reliable landlord model, Mexico provides 
concessions to private investors for up to 40 years.

Thanks to this,over 2,600 companies have invested in 
Mexico's ports employing over 200,000 people.

Since 2012, we have approved 3 new regulations. We 
are working on a new law to strengthen our merchant 
marine and stimulate naval construction.

No strikes in the last years.

Mexico's merchant marine is at all-time high, 14% 
larger than in 2012.

charterer in the World. We also hold the World's 5th 

3 Merchant Marine National Academies with over 100 
years of experience forming pilots, engineers and now 
also an MSc. in Port Administration.

Ports should anticipate new businesses and economic 
activities that arise from the structural reforms, 
specially the energy reform.

In the Gulf of Mexico, we are building 4 new ports and 
expanding the existing ones.

- Commercial agreements with 45 countries that  
   gives access to 60% of the World GDP
- 20 main shipping lines connecting with 133 countries
- 15th exporting country

           avocado, guava and mango
          4th vehicles, computers
          4th supplier of airplane parts to the US
          8th in cellphones

Over 7,000 miles of shorelines

16 commercial Federal ports

Since 2012, commercial trade has grown two times 
faster than the GDP reaching 166 million tons and 5.1 
million TEUs, placing Mexico as the third container trader 
by sea in Latin America.

Manzanillo, Lazaro Cardenas, Altamira and Veracruz, the 
4 mayor ports, concentrate 95% of the container trade.

- 13th in the World
- 5th growing economy
- 2nd in Latin America
- 10th Tourist destination
- 11% yearly growth for exporting goods since NAFTA

"Our goal is to turn Mexico into a Global benchmark 
for international trade by transforming it into a 
logistics platform for value-added activities; and for 
the distribution and industrialization of goods 
between regions."

                                           -Enrique Peña Nieto, President-
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